positions 9.1: special issue – Chinese Popular Culture and the State

The Chinese 'Popular': Agendas and Methodologies
Jing Wang

Making a Name and a Culture for the Masses in Modern China
Li Hsiao-t’i

'Culture' as Leisure and 'Culture as Capital'
Jing Wang

For Your Reading Pleasure: Self-Health (Ziwo baojian) Information in 1990s Beijing
Judith Farquhar

Re-Advertising Hong Kong: Nostalgia Industry and Popular History
Eric Kit-Wai Ma

Behind Global Spectacle and National Image-Making
Dai Jinhua

A Poetics and Politics of Possession: Taiwanese Spirit-Medium Cults and Autonomous Popular Cultural Space
Peter Nickerson

World Heritage, National Culture, and the Restoration of Chengde
James L. Hevia

Contending the 'Popular': Party-State and Culture
David S.G. Goodman

Government from Below: The State, the Popular, and the Illusion of Autonomy
Ralph Litzinger

What is Wanting
Tani Barlow

positions 9.2: special issue – Asia/Pacific Cinemas: A Spectral Surface

Spectral Times: The Ghost Film as Historical Allegory
Bliss Lim

Third Cinema in a Global Frame: Curacha, Yahoo, and Manila Night
Male Crisis in New Korean Cinema: Reading Early Park Kwang-su Films
Jon Beller

Cinema Frames, Videoscapes, and Cyberspace: Exploring Shu Lea Cheang's Fresh Kill
Kyung Hyun Kim

Queerscapes in Contemporary Hong Kong Cinema
Gina Marchetti

Helen Leung

Confronting Master Narratives: History as Vision in Miyazaki Hayao's Cinema of De-Assurance
Joan Kee

positions 9.3

Citizenship, Inheritance, and the Indigenizing of "Orang Chinese" in Indonesia
Susan Napier

3rdness: Filming, Changing, Thinking Hong Kong
Filomeno Aguilar

Premodern Chinese Weddings and the Divorce of Past and Present
Yau Ka-Fai

Amorphous Identity, Disavowed History: Shimada Masahiko and National Subjectivity
Christian dePee

Global Civil Society Remakes History: "The Women's International War Crimes Tribunal 2000"
Hyun Sook Kim

Korea's "Vietnam Question": War Atrocities, National Identity and Reconciliation
Lisa Rofel

Discrepant Modernities and its Discontents